We present a method of rank-optimal weighting which can be used to explore the best possible position of a subject in a ranking based on a composite indicator by means of a mathematical optimization problem. As an example, we explore the dataset of the OECD Better Life Index and compute for each country a weight vector which brings it as far up in the ranking as possible with the greatest advance of the immediate rivals. The method is able to answer the question "What is the best possible rank a country can achieve with a given set of weighted indicators?" Typically, weights in composite indicators are justified normatively and not empirically. Our approach helps to give bounds on what is achievable by such normative judgments from a purely output-oriented and strongly competitive perspective. The method can serve as a basis for exact bounds in sensitivity analysis focused on ranking positions.
Introduction
Composite social indicators are increasingly used to assess and rank countries in public and scientific debates. Almost all composite indicators are weighted averages of a number of dimensions, where weights are set ad hoc with a brief normative justification. Typically, weights are set equal. The ranks of countries is what is mostly looked at, despite all warnings that weights are somehow arbitrarily set. Readers of rankings might know that small variations in weights can cause large shifts in ranks, but usually it is unknown how large the impact of the choice of weights can be. Consequently, this question is of particular interest for sensitivity analysis as well as for the public debate. The problem of rank-optimal weighting is to find weights which bring a particular country as far up in the ranking as possible. The problem is surprisingly complicated, but feasible. We present a method to do this and take the OECD Better Life Index dataset as an example.
The OECD Better Life Index (OECD, 2013 ) is a collection of eleven dimensions measuring essential indicators to well-being, from health and education to local environment, personal security, and overall satisfaction with life, as well as more traditional measures such as income. Based on for the best rank some country can achieve.
In the following, we formulate the rank optimal weighting problem as a precise mathematical optimization problem and use it to compute rank-optimal weights for all countries in the OECD Better Life dataset. With these results and some examples we discuss potential uses of the method.
Method
Following the OECD Handbook (Nardo et al, 2005) , let us consider a dataset of Q indicators and C countries and denote I q,c to be the normalized value of sub-indicator (or dimension) q ∈ {1, . . . , Q} for country c ∈ {1, . . . , C}. For weights w 1 , . . . , w Q ≥ 0 the Composite Index for country c is defined as CI c = Q q=1 w q I q,c .
How can we formulate the problem of rank-optimal weighting in precise mathematical terms? Let us first discuss some simple special cases: If country c has the highest value in dimension q (I q,c = max c I q,c ) then a solution with w q = 1 and all other weights equal zero brings country c naturally to the top of the list. Thus, the best countries in one of the dimensions naturally have an easy solution of weights which makes them lead the ranking. But also countries with no top score in any dimension might be able to reach the top of the list. As an example consider a country which has second best rankings in two dimensions. When the top countries in these two dimension are different and each of them has low scores on the other dimensions, then equal weights for these two dimensions (and zero to the others) would bring the country above the other two in the list. The problem of rank optimal weighting for a particular country is thus not always simple to solve by hand.
In the following we are going to describe a computational model to find the highest rank a country can achieve (and also to find the corresponding weights). To that end, we are going to formulate the problem as a problem of mathematical optimization, i.e. a problem of maximizing a certain objective function subject to certain constraints for the corresponding optimization variables.
First order rank maximization for country c
Let us fix some country c ∈ {1, . . . , C}. We aim at finding the weights such that the country c has the highest possible rank. In other words: country c dominates as much countries as possible in the ranking. We denote this number, i.e. the number of countries that have a lower (or equal) score than country c, by R c and try to maximize it over all possible weights. Consequently, R c is the number of country indices k ∈ {1, . . . , C} \ {c} for which it holds that CI c ≥ CI k . For the feasible set of weights we assume for now that we can choose any non-negative weight. We add the constraint that the weights should sum up to ten to avoid that all countries have the same score CI = 0 for w q = 0, i.e. we demand q w q = 10 and w q ≥ 0. Note that we could also demand that the w q sum to any number different from ten since this would only scale the score of all countries in the same way.
1 To write down an optimization problem we need to express our objective R c in terms of the vector of optimization variables w = [w 1 , . . . , w Q ]. In principle we could write
where # stands for "number of elements in the set". Note that this expresses R c in terms of the weights w q since CI c ≥ CI k if and only of In this form, the objective function is not a nice function of the optimization variable w in the sense that it is not a continuous or differentiable function. In principle one could still try to solve the problem by "zeroth order methods" which try to explore the search space for w in a systematic fashion (e.g. Nelder-Mead simplex search, simulated annealing or the like). However, these methods usually become very slow even when the number of variables (i.e. the number Q) is mildly large. Much more powerful algorithms exist in the case where the objective function is differentiable. To convert the problem into one which is more amenable for optimization algorithms we employ two tricks: Auxiliary variables and relaxation. First we introduce additional variables z = [z k ] k∈{1,...,C}\{c} . The variable z k shall indicate if the score of country c is at least equal to the score of country k, i.e. we want
This can be rewritten equivalently as
and z k takes the maximal value of 0 and 1 such that the right inequality is fulfilled. Since the number R c of countries that are not better than country c can now be written as R c = k z k we obtain the optimization problem
Note that this new formulation has the new auxiliary optimization variable z which is not of genuine interest but is only used to bring the problem to a simpler form. Indeed, that new objective function is very simple in terms of the optimization variables; in fact it is a linear function. The only thing which makes this problem still difficult is the binary constraint z k ∈ {0, 1}.
To facilitate the problem further we use relaxation, i.e. we relax the binary constraint z k ∈ {0, 1} to the constraint 0 ≤ z k ≤ 1. This enlarges the search space and could, in principle lead to a larger objective and a different solution. But note that the objective of the relaxed problem can not be larger since still z k ≤ 1 and also that the optimal solution of the relaxed problem
w q = 10
is indeed equal to the solution of the original one. To see this, note that if z k > 0 we obtain from the first constraint that Q q=1 (I q,c − I q,k )w q ≥ 0 (i.e. country c is not worse than country k). But since we maximize the objective function which is nothing else than the sum of the positive values of the z k , we see that it is indeed optimal to set z k = 1 if
With this formulation we have transformed the problem such that it is accessible to standard tools of mathematical optimization.
Second order rank maximization for country c via distance
The rank-optimal weights for country c are in general not unique, i.e. there may be several (usually infinitely many) weightings which lead to the same maximal value R * c . However, the weightings that lead to the optimal rank are themselves of interest. In this section we describe a strategy that is to identify one weighting in the set of all rank-optimal weightings for country c that obeys a certain characteristic. More precisely, we look for a rank-optimal weighting that maximizes the distance of the score of country c to the score of the direct successor of country c in an optimal ranking. In other words, we try to find the weights such that the country gets the highest possible rank in a way that it is most ahead of the next countries in the ranking.
2
We encounter this problem by introducing a new auxiliary variable d representing this very distance and take this as new objective. This d shall be non-negative (i.e. we constrain to d ≥ 0) and D * c shall be the largest possible number such that the score of country c is still at least D * c larger than the score of all countries which are dominated by country c. This is ensured by the
To ensure that country c still has the best possible rank, we reuse the known optimal rank R * c of country c and add the constraint, that the new weights should also lead to this rank. This can be done by constraining
c . In total we obtain 2 Other second order criteria could also be considered, e.g. choosing the weights such that the rank is optimal, and the score is as large as possible, or the smallest weight is as large as possible, or the vector of weights is closest to a vector with equal weights. For the sake of brevity we do not consider other criteria here.
the following optimization problem:
Any solution of this optimization problem produces weights w that lead to the optimal rank R * c of the country c in a way that the score of country c has the largest distance D * c to the countries that follow in the ranking. Note that the solution is in general still not unique.
First and second order rank maximization with integer weights
In the OECD Better Life Index interactive tool, the user is asked to assign integer weights between 0 and 5 to the different dimensions of well-being. Therefore, it is natural to ask what the best possible rank for a country c would be in case the weights w q were constrained to be integer numbers between 0 and 5. Indeed, we can answer this question if we adapt our model appropriately. For the purpose of first order rank maximization we simply change the domain of the weights w q accordingly. Moreover, we drop the previous constraint Q q=1 w q = 10 and replace it by Q q=1 w q ≥ 1 which ensures again that at least one weight is non-zero. Apart from this, the first order optimization problem remains unchanged and the result is
In case of second order rank maximization we take into account that the interactive tool normalizes the corporate index for the country c to a value 0 ≤ CI c ≤ 10. This is done by setting ŵ = 10 · w/ q w q and CI c = Q q=1ŵ q I q,c . The distance between the scores of two countries is calculated accordingly. This aspect is implemented in the following model:
Line by line the problem reads: We want to maximize the distance of country c to its immediate followers in a ranking (D * c ) over all weight vectors ( w), auxiliary variable vectors ( z), and auxiliary variable (d), subject to the constraints that the country still achieves its optimal rank, there is at least one positive weight, the weight vector can be appropriately normalized, weights are between zero and five, weights are integers, and auxiliary variables fulfill the constraints which they should fulfill by design.
This last problem formulation is what we use in the following to compute and discuss rankoptimal weights. For comparison, the appendix includes results for the procedure without the restriction to integer weights from Subsection 2.2.
Computation
We used the freely available solver SCIP to solve all occuring optimization problems. As Achterberg (2009) outlines, SCIP is a software framework for so called constraint integer programs (CIPs). CIPs include problems with linear objective function, nonlinear constraints as well as both continuous and integer variables. An important feature of CIPs concerns the subproblems that arise after fixing all integer variables, in particular these problems must be linear programs. The above formulated problems for first and second order rank maximization fit closely into this framework. The algorithmic framework of SCIP encompasses, among others, a branch-and-bound approach, LP relaxation and cutting plane separation.
The dataset and MATLAB code which computes the results using SCIP is publicly available Lorenz et al (2015) It can be adjusted to compute rank-optimal weights for other composite indicators. To reproduce the results in this paper, download and install the "SCIP Optimization Suite" from http://scip.zib.de/ on your machine and download the data and m-files (MATLAB scripts) from Lorenz et al (2015) . The m-files that come with the data contain a driver file that imports the data, formats it for use with SCIP and calls SCIP to solve the optimization problems. Then, it presents the output as text format but also leaves the results in the workspace for further use. The whole calculation of the best ranks for all countries in OECD Better Life Index for 2013 (2014) took about 43 seconds (25 seconds) on a machine with Intel R Core TM i7, 1.90Ghz processor and 3.7 GiB of RAM. Some subinstances took considerably longer to solve than others.
Results
Let us first show for some example countries how rank-optimal weights change the OECD Better Life Index in 2014. We compare these rankings with the ranking with equal weights. For the case of Germany, our procedure with integer weights outputs the following rank-optimal weights: 5 for Safety; 3 for Education; 2 for Income, Environment, and Work-Life Balance; 1 for Jobs; and 0 for all other dimensions (Housing, Community, Civic Engagement, Health, and Life Satisfaction). Using these weights, Table 1 shows that Germany can jump from rank twelve, which it has with equal weights, to the top of the ranking slightly before Switzerland, Finland and Denmark. If Germany wants to do a marketing campaign it could focus on people with preferences close to these weights because people with these preferences could feel in Germany to live in the "best" (or close to best) country for them. The distance to the second is quite small in this case (0.01 BLI points), therefore rank one is possibly only achievable with weights very close to these.
This example also shows that sometimes a good mix of weights instead of a focus on just the countries best dimension enables a country to outperform all others and jump to the top. If Germany would for example focus the hypothetical marketing campaign solely on safety and education, it might come close to Poland's rank-optimal weights with 4 for Safety, 2 for Education and 0 for all other dimensions. The ranking for these weights is also shown in Table 1 . Indeed, Poland jumps from rank 26 with equal weights to the top with these weights, while Germany is not even in the "Top 5" anymore. People with a focus first on Safety and second on Education (with safety having twice the importance of eduction) would thus have their "best life" in Poland.
The example of Poland demonstrates that most countries achieve their best rank by setting the weights of many dimensions to zero. This somehow contradicts the idea of better life being multidimensional in essence. Let us point out that the computed rank-optimal weights need not necessarily be the only weights which bring the country to its best position. There might be other weight vectors which also produce this which have more (or even all) dimensions with non-zero weights. The weights our method produces are often to a large extent determined through our second order criterion which is to also achieve the largest possible advance to the immediate rival below in the ranking. Our method could be easily modified to incorporate minimal requirements to account for multidimensionality of a "better life" weight vector, but this would require a discussion and definition of these requirements. This is beyond the scope of this paper but we briefly discuss some possible modifications later. Table 2 shows two other examples, Spain and Austria. Spain can jump twenty ranks upward to the top in an OECD world where better life is focusing on Health and slightly less on Work-life Balance (in proportion five to four). Austria jumps from rank 16 to rank 2 with weights 4 for Jobs and Community, 2 for Income and 1 for Life Satisfaction, but it can not overtake Switzerland with these weights. It could overtake Switzerland by putting all weight on Community, Civic Engagement and Safety, because it scores better than Switzerland in these three dimensions, but this would come with the cost of being overtaken by other countries. We could compute who would overtake, but we know already that there are no weights which could bring Austria to the top, because such weights would have come out in the optimization. Tables 3 and 4 show all discrete rank-optimal weights for the OECD Better Life Index in 2013 and 2014 respectively in a graphic form. The original numbers are available in Lorenz et al (2015) . The table also shows for each country the rank which is achieved with these weights and the distance in Better Life Index to the next worse in this ranking. The maximization of the latter is the second order criterion in the optimization problem. Countries are sorted according to these two values. It is visible that more than half of the 36 countries (19 in 2014, 17 in 2013) can be brought to the (unshared) top of the ranking with appropriate weights. All these countries can claim to have the "best" life given a particular definition of a better life in terms of weights in the framework of the OECD Better Life Index (which also allows to define "better life" based on a single non-zero dimension). All countries can make substantial improvements in ranks with respect to the equal weighting through their rank optimal weights. Australia, which is on top with equal weights, is obviously not able to improve the rank, but it improves its distance to the second one through rank-optimal weighting. Nevertheless, there are differences in improvement. For example Mexico can improve from the second lowest rank 35 to rank 7 in 2014 (rank 10 in 2013), while Chile can only improve from rank 34 to 21. The high potential of Mexico to jump comes through the fact that Mexico is very weak in most dimensions, but fairly good in Life Satisfaction. In comparison, Chile is relatively weak in all dimensions, which limits the possibility to overtake other countries.
Optimal weights computed through our optimization tool typically concentrate on some strong dimensions while the other dimensions receive weight zero. On average there are about three non- Table 1 : Top five places in the ranking with rank-optimal integer weights for Germany and Poland for the OECD Better Life Index data of 2014. Rank-optimal weights are shown on top of the ranking. Values in each dimension are shown as barplots. Color shadings of bars correspond to normalized weights for the dimension. Thus, white bars are weighted with zero for the Better Life Index. This is analog to the web-interface of the OECD. zero dimensions per country, but only four countries achieve their best position by focusing on only one dimension in 2014 (Mexico, Portugal, Turkey, and the USA, in 2013 this were only Israel and Turkey). This shows that rank-optimal weighting is usually not the same as focusing on a countries best dimension. The largest number of non-zero dimensions in rank-optimal weights is six. Germany and the Netherlands score best with six non-zero dimensions in 2014.
Discussion
Our method shares some ideas of the "Benefit of the doubt" (BOD) method listed in the OECD Handbook (Nardo et al, 2005) , which has recently been applied to the Better Life dataset (Mizobuchi, 2014) . The BOD approach allows country specific weights, thus cross-country comparison based on the same yardstick is not possible. Our approach instead compares common yardsticks (weight vectors) for all countries and picks the one that is best in terms of rank-optimality for a particular country. Our method of rank optimal weighting extends the toolbox of sensitivity analysis for composite indicators. It enables to find maximal bounds on achievable ranks for each country regarding weighting. The core of our method is the formulation of the optimization problem for rank-optimality in Subsection 2.1. This method can be extended or modified in some directions which could also be of interest.
The method could of course also be used to find the worst possible weights for countries, i.e. weights that bring a country most down in the ranking. Some countries achieve their best possible rank by giving a positive weight to only one dimension, which is not in line with the idea of better life as an essentially multi-dimensional concept. To take this into account one could introduce a minimal weight w min and replace the constraints w q ≥ 0 with w q ≥ w min in the optimization problem. Another option would be to define other second order criteria, as already outlined in Footnote 2. For example, instead of maximizing the distance to the next one in the ranking, one could try to find weight vectors with maximal minimal weight among all those weight vectors which bring the country to its best possible rank.
The use of composite indicators of multi-dimensional concepts will remain an important tool of data communication, data-driven narratives and policy-making. At the same time awareness increases that choices in the construction can have a critical leverage on the final results. The idea to open up choices in the construction to users as taken by the OECD Better Life Index is valuable to avoid these concerns, but makes a quick assessment of results difficult. Our approach enables a fast and informative first impression on what is maximally feasible through a common yardstick focusing on the performance of a specific country.
We consider sensitivity analysis and quick exploration of possible rankings of multidimensional datasets the most important purposes for our method, but besides these, one can think of some other applications how countries or individuals can practically use rank-optimal weights for a particular country. As already outlined in the results section, countries could use the rank-optimal weights as target group profile for immigrants, because people of that profile would be comparably satisfied in that country, or even maximally satisfied if the country can make it to the top of the ranking. Individuals who already have a clear picture of which countries to consider as "best for living" can probably deduce something about their unconscious preferences by studying the rank-optimal weights of that country.
Besides multidimensional social indicators the method can also be used for other multidimensional rankings, e.g. for universities or companies. When a university computes its rank-optimal weight in a university ranking it could find out with which profile of importance it outperforms most other universities. This profile could be a good guideline for marketing targeted towards students and faculty.
